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ABSTRACT

Smartwatches provide quick and easy access to information.
Due to their wearable nature, users can perceive the information while being stationary or on the go. The main drawback of smartwatches, however, is the limited input possibility. They use similar input methods as smartphones but
thereby suffer from a smaller form factor. To extend the input
space of smartwatches, we present GestureSleeve, a sleeve
made out of touch enabled textile. It is capable of detecting
different gestures such as stroke based gestures or taps. With
these gestures, the user can control various smartwatch applications. Exploring the performance of the GestureSleeve approach, we conducted a user study with a running application
as use case. In this study, we show that input using the GestureSleeve outperforms touch input on the smartwatch. In the
future the GestureSleeve can be integrated into regular clothing and be used for controlling various smart devices.

Figure 1. A user wearing the GestureSleeve at the forearm made out of
touch-enabled textile. The GestureSleeve is capable of detecting gestures
extending the input space of smartwatches.
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INTRODUCTION

Smartwatches have become a common part of our personal
device infrastructure. They offer quick information access
and can be controlled while on the move. Especially during sports activities, smartwatches provide benefit that smartphones cannot due to their fixed location at the user‘s wrist.
The user can still perceive content without the necessity of getting the phone out of their pocket. This allows reading incoming messages and performance measures from fitness applications. However, current input techniques are not perfectly
suited for interacting on the move. Current smartwatches
have small touch-enabled displays similar to smartphones.
Due to the reduced size of the displays, touch-based interaction becomes even more cumbersome on the move compared
to smartphones.

At the same time, touch enabled textiles are gaining importance (e.g., Project Jacquard [16]). These textiles detect touch
input similar to touch screens. Thus, they are capable of detecting taps as well as gestures. In contrast to touch screens,
the touch enabled textiles still have similar properties as regular textiles. They are flexible just as comfortable to wear. By
including patches made from such textiles in our everyday
life clothing, novel input mechanism can be created. This includes simple taps as well as gesture input.
In this work, we introduce GestureSleeve, a novel input system for smartwatches using touch enabled textile at the forearm (cf., Figure 1). The textile has much more input space
than a smartwatch on its own. At the same time, the smartwatch provides output as well as processing power that is not
integrated in the textile itself. To show the feasibility of GestureSleeve, we implemented a fitness tracker on the user‘s
smartwatch. The application can be controlled with touch gestures performed on the touch enabled textile on the forearm
and with touch input on the smartwatch.
The contribution of our work is twofold. First, we introduce the idea of combining touch enabled textiles with smartwatches. Thereby we build a prototype that is capable of detecting taps and stroke gestures. Second, we report on a user
study showing that touch gesture based input on smart textile
outperforms touch input on the smartwatch.
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RELATED WORK

The basic interaction techniques of nowadays smartwatches
have been adopted from mobile phones. The screen is touchenabled and allows direct touch as well as small gestures. One
way to deal with the small display size is adopting the interface. This has mainly be done for text input. Zoomboard, for
example, uses multiple taps for entering characters [12]. With
the first tap, a broad region on a qwerty keyboard is selected
and, with the second tap, the actual character is selected out of
a zoomed-in part of the keyboard. In addition, Funk et al. developed a touch-sensitive wristband for text input on a smartwatch [4]. Moving the interaction beyond the touch screen,
Partridge et al. proposes adding tilt movements to ease up the
text input [13]. Text is entered by tilting in a certain direction
and pressing a button. Moving this concept even further, Xiao
et al. use tilting in addition to panning, twisting, and clicking
to control watches [31]. They show different example applications that can be controlled using these operations without
occluding the screen.
Different approaches for gesture based input that utilize the
space around the smartwatch are explored. This is realized
using simple depth sensors [29], cameras [24], or magnetic
field sensors [1, 6]. Due to the placement at the wrist, smartwatches are capable of detecting wrist and hand gestures of
the hand the watch is placed on by augmenting the watchstrap with sensors. Examples include the capacitive wristband by Rekimoto [19] which is capable of sensing the movement of the wrist and fingers. Similarly, Zhang and Harrison
use electrical impedance tomography detecting similar movements [32].

Figure 2. The touch enabled textile used for creating the Gesture Sleeve.
Two layers of stripe electrodes placed perpendicular to each other with
a force sensitive fabric in between. The processing electronics is shown
in the top right.

messages to a special partner. Similarly, Heller et al. used a
touch sensitive fabric at the tights showing the influence of
different activities such as walking, sitting, and standing on
input performance [8]. In contrast, we use a fabric at the
forearm of the user which offers an easy to reach input space
while looking at the smartwatch‘s display.

In contrast to mid-air gestures, 2D gestures on the user‘s body
can also be used to control smartwatches. These gestures
are more socially acceptable compared to mid-air gestures because they are less expressiveness [20]. While using 2D gestures to control smartwatches is sparse, different approaches
for on-body gestures have been explored. Skinput, for example, is capable of detecting taps on the arm by measuring
acoustic signals inside the body [7]. Weigel et al. used carbondoped electrodes and a combination of resistive and capacitive sensors for the detection of touch inputs on the skin [28].
However, they are mainly focusing of detecting taps rather
than more sophisticated gestures. Garment-based sensors, in
contrast, allow a variety of different touch gestures integrated
into the clothing of the user. Using simple stitched buttons,
Komor et al. explored textile based input on the strap of a messenger bag [10]. They present different layouts and analyze
their performance while swiping over or pressing the buttons.
Focusing on interaction with smart glasses, Dobbelstein et al.
propose performing swipe gestures on the belt [3]. However,
the approach could also be extended to smartwatches. In addition to using button based approaches, fabrics with similar
functionality as touch screens have been proposed with various spatial resolutions and refresh rates (cf., Zhou et al. for
an overview [33]). An early example using these fabrics is
GesturePad [19], a textile touchpad that can be integrated in
clothes of the user. Randell et al. embedded smart textiles
into a jacket [18]. They recognized affective gesture with
this jacket and used them for communicating with pre-defined

THE GESTURESLEEVE

Performing gesture input on the forearm provides a large input area. Different touch enabled fabrics have been proposed
such as the work of Zhou et al. [33] or Project Jacquard [16].
These fabrics are similar to regular, non-interactive fabrics
and allow manufacturing clothes with similar comfort and
wearability (cf., [5]). We present GestureSleeve which augments the forearm with touch functionality. Using this functionality, we can detect various kind of input such as taps or
stroke gestures. We envision using this input as a means to
control smartwatches. Thereby, GestureSleeve fills the blanks
between touch input on devices with small form factor and
complex and not always socially accepted, mid-air gestures.
Hardware Setup

We use a touch enabled fabric with the size of 16cm x 16cm
(cf., Figure 2). The fabric consists of three layers. On top and
bottom, groups of 32 parallel stripe electrodes of 3mm width
and 2mm spacing between two electrodes are attached to the
fabric. Both fabrics with electrodes are placed perpendicular
to each other. A force sensitive fabric is placed between both
layers changing the resistance based on the applied vertical
pressure. The final fabric is fixed with Velcro tape around the
arm of the user. The fabric is connected via cables to a small
processing board (cf., Figure 2 – top right) measuring the resistance for each of the 32 by 32 (i.e., overall 1024 pressure
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sensors) points where two stripe sensors overlap. The sampling rate is 50Hz. The measured values are transfered via
wireless LAN to the smartwatch. As a smart swatch, we use
the Simvalley AW 414.GO running Android 4.0.
Sensor Placement

Even though related work suggests placing the touch enabled
textiles on the thigh performs slightly more intuitively compared to the user‘s lower arm [9, 26], we decided to use the
lower arm because our system is designed to be used while
on the move. The thigh might not be easily reachable due
to the movement, especially during sport activities such as
running. In contrast, the lower arm is reachable most of the
time. The proximity to the smartwatch further recommends
the placement at the forearm. Users can observe the feedback
on the watch while entering commands on the sleeve. Additionally, Speir et al. investigated if the users prefer one- or
two-handed interactions for wearable remote controls worn
on the wrist or the hand area [25]. The results of their study
show that two-handed interactions on a wristband are significantly faster than one-handed interactions on a glove. Also
the participants stated that the two-handed interaction on the
wristband is easier than one-handed interactions on the glove.
In addition, Profita et al. investigated the social acceptance of
inputs on smart clothes [17] and found out that interactions on
the forearm and the wrist are mostly social acceptable. While
we used a patch of touch enabled fabric for our prototype, we
envision the full sleeve being touch-sensitive so that the user
does not need to find the touch sensitive area.
Gesture Detection

Due to the placement of the GestureSleeve on the forearm
and its continuous movement, the sensor data is noisy. When
the user shakes his or her arm, the GestureSleeve reacts on
this movement in terms of changing the values of some of the
1024 pressure sensors. Tackling this, we included a threshold defining a minimum pressure value counting as an intended input. To prevent folds in the fabric from generating
unintended input, we dismiss all sensor values exceeding the
threshold which do not have at least 6 neighbors that also exceed the threshold. Even though the user just taps the fabric,
the resistance of the adjacent sensors also exceed the threshold. As soon as an intended input is detected, we instantly
start a new gesture. Since most of the time the pressure value
changes for more than a single sensor, we always use the sensor with the highest pressure as intended input. The position
of this sensor in the 32x32 matrix (i.e., the ”pixel” position
as known from touch screens) is added to a list that stores the
currently performed gesture. We add the sensor position with
the current highest value to the list until no further input is
detected for at least 10 frames (i.e., 200 ms). Afterwards, the
gesture detection is started with the recorded list.
In the initial version of GestureSleeve, we focus on detecting
taps as well as stroke gestures. For detecting the stroke gestures, we used the $P algorithm [27] with N = 64 points. A
gesture is recognized if the sum of all Euclidean distances between the points of the performed and a respective template
gesture is smaller than 7 pixels. For detecting taps, we extended the gesture recognizer. It detects a tap when the length
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Figure 3. The running application used in the user studies. The user interface at the beginning (left), after the participant started the recording
(middle), and after pressing pause (right).

of a gesture is between 10 and 50 points and the Euclidean
Distance is between all points smaller than 2 pixels.
EVALUATION: SPORTS TRACKING APPLICATION

We conducted a user study to evaluate our GestureSleeve using a sports tracking application as the use case. Interacting
during running activities gains more and more importance. In
addition to controlling sport tracking applications, other usecases for interacting while running are proposed. Wozniak
et al. present an approach for remote cheering for the runner [30]. They use a watch like device, providing visual and
haptic feedback and a single button to ask for and acknowledge remote cheering. In contrast, Smus and Kostakos used
foot gestures for controlling music player while running [23].
Nevertheless, we focus on basic features of running applications.
Sports Tracking Application

We developed a prototype of a sport tracking application
that is capable of tracking jogging activities (cf., Figure 3).
The application can be controlled either via touch buttons on
the smartwatch or via gestures on the GestureSleeve. In a
first step, we investigated how current sports application are
designed. We analyzed the user interface of the top three
Android applications (Endomondo1 , Runtastic2 , and SportsTracker3 ) offering the functionality we wanted to use in the
study (i.e., start the tracking, pause the tracking, stop the
tracking, and initiate a new training lap). Then, we derived
our user interface from these applications. We used similar
layout of the interface elements and chose the size of each
element similar to the ones of the commercial applications.
The start button is placed on the left and turns into the pause
button as soon as the user starts the training. The button for
starting the next lap is placed on the right and appears as soon
as the training is started. When the user pauses the training,
the next lap button turns into the stop button. The design is deliberately chosen to be minimalistic so that the interface does
not distract the user while running.
For the gesture based input, we chose four different gestures
– one for each command. These gestures are derived from
the icons that are shown in the user interface of the different
sports applications (cf., Figure 6). The training is started with
1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
com.endomondo.android
2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
com.runtastic.android
3
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
com.stt.android
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We logged the user interaction with the smartwatch and the
GestureSleeve (i.e., the raw pressure sensor values and the
detected gestures). Further, we videotaped the whole study
for post-hoc video annotation of interaction times and to understand issues during the interaction. We used high quality
video setting with a frame rate of 60 fps for the videotaping.
We selected the video frame in which the user’s hand starts
moving into the direction of the GestureSleeve or the touch
screen of the smartwatch and the one the participant lifted the
finger again from the input device (cf., Figure 5). We deliberately chose this method because we wanted to investigate
the whole interaction time including the time the user needs
to select the input areas on the smart fabric or the buttons on
the touch-screen of the smartwatch. Therefore, we measured
both the time needed to perform the gesture and the time the
button was pressed.

Figure 4. The trail used for the user study of approximately 400m. The
positions of the signs are indicated where the participants performed a
certain task.

Results

We analyzed objective measurements (task completion time,
error rate) and then conducted semi-structured interviews
with all participants after they performed both conditions.

an arrow gesture (derived from the triangle symbol of the running app‘s play button), paused by a stroke (derived from the
pause symbol with but with a single line), and stopped by a
simple tap (similar to a square of the stop button). A new lap
is started by drawing a circle indicating the lap in a stadium.
We defined templates for the gesture detection and asked 14
persons to perform each of the gestures 15 times to train our
system. None of them took part in the user study afterwards.

Performance Measures

In general, the GestureSleeve performed well and every participant was able to use the system to control the smartwatch.
Examples of the detected gestures are depicted in Figure 6.
We excluded two participants for technical reasons. One participant interacted while pressing the arm against his body
so that we could not identify the starting point of interaction
using the video recording. The other participant took a shortcut of the trail and, thus, did not perform all commands. We
first compared the task completion time. We extracted the
task completion time by manually encoding the start and end
time of each interaction from the video data (cf., Figure 5).
As soon as a participant moved his or her arm towards either
the GestureSleeve or the touch screen of the smartwatch, we
started measuring the interaction time. The end point was defined as the video frame in which the participant first lifts the
finger.

Participants and Procedure

We invited 16 participants (6 female, 10 male) aged between
21 and 38 years (M = 27.3, S D = 4.6) through university
mailing lists. Each of the participants received e 10 as renumeration. After participants arrived in our lab they filled in a
consent form and we equipped them with a smartwatch and
the GestureSleeve. The processing board was placed in a back
pack with an external battery pack. Next, we explained the
GestureSleeve and the four gestures as well as the smartwatch
application and the touch interface. We allowed the participants to get familiar with both interfaces. Before each condition we repeated this instruction so that participants knew
which gesture to perform, how the gesture look like, and how
the application was controlled using the touch screen.

We conducted a dependent t test comparing both interaction
techniques with regards to the task completion time and error
rate. For the task completion time, the results show that participants controlled the smartwatch application significantly
faster using the GestureSleeve (M = 1.50s, SD = 0.09) compared to touch input (M = 1.85s, SD = 0.12), t(13) = −3.583,
p = .003, r = .78. The error rate for using the GestureSleeve
(M = 0.28, SD = 0.37) was higher compared to touch input (M = 0.17, SD = 0.27). The t test, however, could not
show any statistically significant differences, t(13) = 1.649,
p = .123, r = .33.

We designed our study as a within subject study and, thus,
each participant took part in both condition, namely controlling the smartwatch application with gestures and with touch
input. The order of the conditions was alternated. We prepared a jogging trail of about 400 meters (cf., Figure 4).
Along the trail, we distributed paper signs with commands
(e.g., pause). We instructed the participants to jog along the
trail and perform the commands seen on the signs as soon as
they reach the line in front of the signs. We also told them,
not to pause for executing the commands. In total, each participant should perform start three times, new lap and pause
twice, and stop once per condition. We deliberately chose
the pause commands in areas were the participants needed to
cross the street and we instructed them to carefully cross the
street.

Qualitative Feedback

In the semi-structured interviews, we ask the participants
question about the GestureSleeve and the perceived performance. The participants stated using gestures is fun, novel
[P2], and easy [P5]. However, they also noted that they would
have needed more time to perfectly master the gesture input
[P6]. One participant acknowledged that he needed to look
at the sleeve for performing the gestures but is confident that
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Figure 5. Video recordings of a user performing three different inputs. The user performs input on the smartwatch using touch (top) and two different
gestures on the GestureSleeve (middle and bottom).

DISCUSSION
GestureSleeve Performance

The evaluation of the GestureSleeve yields promising results.
We showed users are capable of faster entering commands
compared to touch input on the smartwatch’s display. The
error rate is slightly higher which could be caused by the
fact that gestures have the inherent drawback that they need
to be learned and remembered. There is no cue reminding
user’s which gesture needs to be performed to fulfill the desired task. This is also supported by statements of the participants during the interviews. Even though we derived the
gestures from the well known icon set of known running applications, participants needed to think about which gesture
is mapped to which command (as stated by, for example, [P6,
P14]). By giving participants more time to practice the gestures, we believe that the error rate will be further reduced and
eventually match or even surpass the error of the smartwatch
interface. Further, the smartwatch used in this study is an offthe-shelf product which we compared to our prototype of a
GestureSleeve. A more mature version of the GestureSleeve
would most likely perform even better.

Figure 6. Examples of the performed start, new round, pause, and stop
gestures of four different participants recorded during the user study.

Interaction Location

this would not be necessary with more practice [P14]. Additionally, participants agreed on the fact that the ease of input
is mainly influenced by the type of gestures. Tap and stroke
gestures were easier to perform compared to circles. Especially when the fabric was not tightly fitted to the arm, the
circle gesture was not easy to perform. Furthermore, participants noted that performing gestures without looking at the
GestureSleeve was possible which was not the case for touch
input on the smartwatch.
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We decided to focus on interacting on the arm due to the
close proximity between input and output medium. In the
summer, however, wearing short sleeved shirts is common
in many regions. While a similar gesture-based interaction
could be applied using the skin as input surface (cf., Skinput [7] or iSkin [28]), using other parts of the body can also
enhance the interaction with smartwatches. As related work
suggests [9, 26] the thighs are another promising area for entering commands. Situations in which thighs are especially
useful include, for example, sitting on a chair in a meeting or
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for multiple participants. However, the additional layer of
Velcro makes the device bulkier. When integrating the GestureSleeve into clothing, the Velcro tape will not be necessary
anymore reducing the size of the device. The electronic board
is currently connected using wires which will be substituted
with conductive thread and a connector between textile and
electronics (e.g, a ball-grid-connector [11]). The electronics
will then be slided into a pocket which will further reduce
the size of the device. Thus, the GestureSleeve will become
almost indistinguishable from regular clothes having similar
wearability properties.

watching movies on a sofa. The user is then able to easily enter commands on the thighs. Thus, the GestureSleeve concept
could be applied to the thighs as well.
In this work, we used a prototypical version of the GestureSleeve which we designed as an add-on patch to the normal clothing of the user. We believe that in the future, clothing will be produced using touch enabled fabric [2]. Thus, the
user can perform gestures on the whole sleeve and is not restricted to a certain patch. However, since we used a patch of
16 by 16 cm, we believe that the size did not influence the results of our study. The forearm of the participants was always
completely covered by the GestureSleeve.

Limitation

The performed study used a jogging trail of 400 meters and
presenting dedicated commands to the participants. Allowing
the participants using a jogging distance they normally use
and to perform the commands they actually would perform
for measuring their performance could have increased the ecologic validity of the study. However, we believe that for an
initial evaluation of our GestureSleeve concept, the usage of
a more controlled setup is appropriate. Additional aspects
we did not investigated are the environmental conditions. We
conducted the study in the summer during days of sunshine.
We did not evaluate how the GestureSleeve performs during
rain or snow. we also did not evaluate how gloves impact the
interaction.

Additional Interaction Possibilities

We focused on gestures performed on the sleeve because gestures are not influenced by a decoupled input and output
space. However, additional types of input are also possible
with our system. One example could be mapping different
parts of the GestureSleeve to parts of the smartwatch (e.g., the
four quarters of the display space). Thus, a touch event on the
upper left quarter of the GestureSleeve is mapped to an input
on the upper left quarter of the smartwatch. More fine grained
direct touch input (e.g., mapping a QWERTY keyboard to the
touch-sensitive textile) would probably require a visual feedback using textile display elements [14].
Additional Application Scenarios

CONCLUSION

In addition to controlling the smartwatch while running, GestureSleeve has the potential to be used for various applications beyond the fitness domain. One example could be using the gestural input to start applications for smartphones
as proposed by Poppinga et al. [15]. By performing stroke
gestures linked to certain applications, the user has quick access to these applications. Furthermore, pre-defined answers
to received text messages could be defined. When the user
receives a message, he or she could perform a gesture similar to a tick mark to send a quick reply. Even though we
deliberately chose to enrich the input of smartwatches, GestureSleeve can also be used in combination with other smart
devices such as eyewear computers.

In this paper, we present GestureSleeve a gesture input device for smartwatches. By providing a large input area, GestureSleeve helps overcome the drawback of the limited input
space of smartwatches. To evaluate our approach, we developed a fitness application and conducted a user study in
which we compared gestural input on the GestureSleeve and
touch input on the smartwatch. Our results show that the GestureSleeve outperforms touch input with regards to the task
completion time. While our prototypical version is built as an
add on to the normal clothing of the user, we believe that in
the future, sleeves of regular clothing can incorporate similar
interaction possibilities.
In future work, we plan to further extend our GestureSleeve
concept. We will more closely investigate how well gestures
can be entered on the sleeve. Further, we will explore more
application scenarios such as controlling list-based user interfaces or social network applications with the GestureSleeve.

Extended Devices

While we focus in this work on the extension of smartwatches,
GestureSleeve can also be useful for extending the input capability of other mobile and wearable devices. The user can
quickly gesture on the sleeve with the phone in the pocket to
enter commands such as accepting calls or increasing the volume of a music player. Particularly devices that currently do
not provide touch input such as smart glasses can benefit. The
user enters commands on the GestureSleeve whereas the the
output is provided by the near-eye display. This overcomes
one of the main drawbacks of smart glasses. Further, the GestureSleeve could be extended with an on-body display [22] or
mid-air display [21] working at a stand-alone wearable system.
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